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Overcoming Bias in Dispute Resolution
I par cipate in media ons across the country. Media on cultures vary, as I have
wri en about previously, but one constant is the view by the lawyers that trial is
the “aim” and a li gated conclusion is somehow expected to occur. As if
se lement is sort of an unexpected, but begrudgingly agreeable, detour from the
intended path. There is a tenden ousness in the bar favoring trial, “unless by
chance we se le.” Cost, pain, delay, and uncertainty inherent in resolu on by trial
and trial prepara on is discounted by lawyers for many reasons. Typically, we do
not share our clients’ pain—absent a high degree of empathy, which research
shows is lacking in many lawyers (Myers-Briggs Inventory scores reveal many
INTJ’s).[1]
Inherent in trial-centric representa on is an inverted probability assessment.
While lawyers are focused on trial prepara on and formal discovery, only two
percent of ﬁled cases reach trial, while the overwhelming majority se le. The data
would clearly suggest the mindset should be, “The case will se le if not dismissed
by mo on, and it will only go to trial in rare circumstances.” Metaphorically,
lawyers are spending a lot of me and money gathering and saving all of the
relevant documents to PDF folders, an cipa ng trial exhibits, when in almost
every case, we create and share WORD documents to reach a se lement
agreement.
Conﬁrma on bias is a another problem with some clients and carriers. This means
the lawyer and client acquire a view of the dispute and seize upon informa on
that conﬁrms their ini al opinion or assump ons and simultaneously disregards
data that is contrary to their opinion or beliefs. Evidence challenging these beliefs
is out there, but lawyers and clients intellectually “shelve” the contrary evidence
that contradicts their vision of the case.
Larger ins tu ons with mul ple decision-makers have a bigger problem because
of the number of people who have adopted the ar culated theme or shared
percep on of the case. Shared beliefs are much harder to challenge and change
than beliefs of lone individuals. (More people drinking the Kool-Aid makes the
Kool-Aid seem okay). Collec ve adhesion to an idea or percep on is harder to
break. (Organiza ons for atheists have a hard me with consistent par cipa on
because they don’t go to a house of worship regularly to reinforce their beliefs). A
hear elt and shared belief is very hard to change. That’s why pre-media on
submi als are so cri cal. Usually the defenses are harder to develop and harder

for the client to understand than is the case-in-chief the plain ﬀ has to prove.
Defendants need me to ar culate their defenses and for the plain ﬀ to digest
the facts suppor ng the defenses. The facts and messaging has to come well
before media on, not on the day of. The contrary facts or data have to stew a
li le while in the head of the person you are trying to persuade. Conﬁrma on bias
gets worse as you approach trial because you will have invested more money and
mental energy reinforcing the story you seek to tell.
We are all well advised to be cognizant of our trial bias and have a heightened
apprecia on for lawyer ac vity that truly assists in moving toward a foreseeable
nego ated resolu on versus ac vity that is singularly related to trial prepara on
and rarely obtained verdicts.
[1] https://www.verywellmind.com/intj-introverted-intuitive-thinking-judging-2795988
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